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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence feature is designed for applications that require zero to near-zero recovery 
point objectives (RPO) and recovery time objectives (RTO). By using multisite synchronous replication with automatic switchover (ASO), 
Peer Persistence enables business continuity, keeping your applications online all of the time. This technical paper explains basic concepts of 
Peer Persistence and describes networking requirements and recommendations. It also shows how to deploy host toolkits and the Witness 
software to automate the switchover to synchronously replicated volumes and how to configure HPE Nimble Storage and  
HPE Alletra 6000 arrays to create and access synchronously replicated volumes. 

Target audience: The target audience for this paper includes storage administrators and systems integrators who are planning to deploy 
HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence in their data centers. 

Document purpose: This document describes the building blocks and basic configuration required to deploy Peer Persistence with  
HPE Nimble Storage arrays or HPE Alletra 6000 arrays and explains some of the methodology that is needed to test the ASO functionality. 
For more information, including detailed administration guides, see the documentation page on the HPE InfoSight portal. 

SYNCHRONOUS REPLICATION ON HPE NIMBLE STORAGE AND HPE ALLETRA 6000 
ARRAYS 
Synchronous replication is a business continuity solution that uses LAN or WAN technologies to mirror data between sites, ensuring the 
existence of multiple copies of guaranteed up-to-date information. Synchronous replication provides protection from array, environment, or 
site failures with no data loss because all I/O is mirrored across sites with a true RPO of zero—an achievement that is neither available nor 
possible with periodic snapshot-based replication. To understand how to deploy Peer Persistence with HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 
6000 arrays, it helps to understand how synchronous replication is implemented in NimbleOS 5.1.x. 

All HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays have two controllers, one active and one standby. As Figure 1 shows, when an initiator 
writes data to a volume on the array, the data lands in non-volatile random-access memory (NVRAM) on the active controller and is 
immediately replicated across a chassis backplane to the NVRAM in the standby controller. The array waits until the data is successfully 
mirrored to the NVRAM in the standby controller before it acknowledges to the initiator that the data has been written. 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Flow of data during write operation to HPE Nimble Storage array (cabling omitted for standby controller) 

https://infosight.hpe.com/resources/nimble/docs
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For synchronous replication, HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays extend the number of copies of data that are written before 
the write operation is acknowledged to the initiator. If an initiator writes data to a volume that is configured for synchronous replication, the 
data lands in the NVRAM of the active controller on the array that is presenting the volume to the initiator. Next, the data is mirrored across 
the chassis backplane to the standby controller in the same array, and then it is copied across an IP address interface to the active controller 
in the second array. Finally, the data is mirrored across the second array’s backplane into the NVRAM on the second array’s standby 
controller. Only after the data is successfully copied to all of these locations does the first array acknowledge to the initiator that the data has 
been written. Figure 2 shows the data paths that are used for synchronous replication. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Data paths for synchronous replication (cabling omitted for standby controllers)  

NOTE 
The Peer Persistence feature requires uniform access to the arrays from all hosts, meaning that hosts on both sites must have access to the 
arrays on both sites so that data paths can move nondisruptively from one array to the other in the case of a failure. Non-uniform access, in 
which hosts can access only the arrays on the same site, is not supported. 

Array groups 
Every HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 array belongs to an array group, even if the group consists of a single array. As more arrays 
are added to the group, the first array becomes the group leader (GL), and all of the arrays are managed as a single entity through the GL’s 
management IP address. The GL maintains all configuration data for all arrays in the group. 

Beginning with NimbleOS 5.1.x, the role of backup group leader (BGL) has been defined. This role can be assigned to one of the arrays in 
the group. All of the group configuration data is mirrored between the GL and the BGL, and it is easy in NimbleOS 5.1.x to migrate the GL 
role to the BGL array. 
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Because of the new BGL role, it is important to include a secondary management IP address in the array group’s network configuration. 
The secondary management IP address can be used to open an SSH session with the BGL array, but it cannot provide GUI access to the 
array group or the BGL. If the BGL array assumes the role of GL, it becomes inaccessible through the secondary management IP address. As 
soon as an array is designated as the GL, access to that array shifts to the primary management IP address. The secondary management IP 
address can be used to access the new BGL array through the CLI—if and when it comes online. 

In general, an array group can consist of up to four HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 arrays; however, for synchronous replication 
configurations, the maximum (and minimum) group size is two arrays. When multiple arrays are configured in the same array group, 
NimbleOS makes it possible for each array to have a separate storage pool or for storage pools to include multiple arrays. In a synchronous 
replication configuration, however, all arrays in the array group must be in separate storage pools. 

Volume collections 
In the HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 array operating system, volume collections are groups of volumes that have the same 
data protection requirements (such as snapshot consistency, frequency, and retention) and the same replication rules. Volumes are 
designated for synchronous replication at the volume collection level. A volume collection can be set up to synchronously replicate all of the 
volumes it contains to the partner pool in the array group. 

All volumes in a given volume collection are synchronously replicated, but not all synchronously replicated volumes are required to be in the 
same volume collection. For example, several volumes that host Microsoft® SQL Server databases have certain data protection requirements 
that differ from the requirements of a set of volumes used for VMware® data stores. The two sets of volumes can be placed in separate 
volume collections, with both volume collections configured for synchronous replication. 

Another reason to split volumes into different volume collections is to enable each of the two storage pools in the group to be the source 
pool for some of the synchronously replicated volumes and the destination pool for others. When a volume collection is configured for 
synchronous replication, the pool that is designated as the replication partner becomes the destination pool, making the other pool the 
source. 

OTHER PEER PERSISTENCE COMPONENTS 
HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence is built on top of the synchronous replication functionality that was 
introduced in NimbleOS 5.1.x. Synchronous replication allows exact copies of volumes to be kept on two arrays that are joined in a group. 
With HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 synchronous replication, only one of the arrays hosts an active path to any given volume, 
but if one of the two arrays becomes unavailable, the active path for all synchronously replicated volumes can be moved to the other array.  

Peer Persistence, available with NimbleOS 5.2.x, provides the mechanisms for two additional capabilities: 

• To automate the migration of the GL duties to the BGL, if necessary  

• To seamlessly switch the active path from one array to the other 

Witness 
In the context of Peer Persistence, the Witness is a service that is installed on an independent server—ideally, in a different failure domain 
from either of the two arrays. The server on which the Witness is installed can be a virtual machine (VM) or a physical server, and the round-
trip time (RTT) between the Witness and each array must be 250 milliseconds or less. The ability of each array to communicate with the 
Witness serves as a factor in determining whether an ASO should take place. 

By default, TCP/IP port 5395 is used for the communication between the arrays and the Witness, but this port is configurable based on the 
requirements of the environment. For the Witness software and the latest requirements for the server on which it is installed, go to the  
HPE InfoSight portal. 

Automatic failover 
HPE Nimble Storage automatic failover (AFO) is the failing over of the group management services from the GL to the BGL. This action 
occurs as a precursor to a Peer Persistence ASO if the GL array becomes unreachable. After an AFO, the newly promoted GL becomes 
accessible from the array group’s primary management IP address, and any SSH session to the former BGL that uses the array group’s 
secondary management IP address is terminated. When the former GL becomes available, it functions as the BGL and becomes accessible 
through SSH at the secondary management IP address. 

https://infosight.hpe.com/app/login
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Automatic switchover 
The HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 automatic switchover (ASO) feature can be used with synchronous replication to enable 
fully automatic failure recovery. ASO currently works on multiarray groups that consist of a maximum of two arrays. When ASO is enabled 
and a switchover occurs, the destination array that serves as the mirror for a volume collection is switched automatically, and application I/O 
is redirected to the partner without host-side reconfiguration. 

ASO facilitates automatic failure recovery through the use of a tie-breaker Witness service that must be installed on an independent server. 
Details about the Witness’s server must be configured on the array group. ASO is enabled by default if the Witness has been configured on 
the array group and the Witness is reachable from the array group. If ASO is not desired, take one of the following actions: 

• Remove the Witness configuration from the array group. 

• Disable the Witness service on its host server or power off the Witness server. 

• In an SSH session, issue the CLI command group --edit --auto_switchover_enabled no. 

NOTE 
If the Witness information has not been supplied to the array group, then the act of enabling ASO does not actually cause ASO to turn on. 

INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS 
HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence has requirements for specific arrays and operating systems. 

Supported HPE Nimble Storage arrays 
Peer Persistence is supported on all HPE Alletra 6000 array models and all current HPE Nimble Storage array models except for the 
HF20H. The feature is also supported on all previous-generation array models except for the CS1000H, SF100, and SF300.  

The two arrays that are configured for Peer Persistence must be of the same model, but they can have different capacities and networking 
options installed. For example, you might group two HPE Nimble Storage AF40 arrays for the purpose of using the Peer Persistence feature. 
One array might have a capacity of 11 TB and four 16 Gb FC ports configured, and the second array might have a capacity of 23 TB and 
eight 16 Gb FC ports.  

Note that capacity differences between the two arrays (especially different flash cache sizes in Adaptive Flash arrays) might result in 
performance discrepancies for application servers as the active path to volumes moves from one array to another. The same can be said for 
differences in the host adapter/network interface card configurations in the two arrays: that is, their performance might differ if host 
connectivity has a wider or a narrower pipe. Table 1 lists the HPE Nimble Storage array models that support or do not support  
Peer Persistence. 

TABLE 1. Current HPE Nimble Storage array support for Peer Persistence 

HPE Nimble Storage array  Peer persistence supported? 

AF20 Yes 

AF20Q Yes 

AF40 Yes 

AF60 Yes 

AF80 Yes 

HF20 Yes 

HF20H No 

HF20C Yes 

HF40 Yes 

HF40C Yes 

HF60 Yes 

HF60C Yes 
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Table 2 lists the legacy array models that support or do not support Peer Persistence. 

TABLE 2. Legacy HPE Nimble Storage array support for Peer Persistence 

HPE Nimble Storage array  Peer persistence supported? 

AF1000 Yes 

AF3000 Yes 

AF5000 Yes 

AF7000 Yes 

AF9000 Yes 

CS1000 Yes 

CS1000H No 

CS3000 Yes 

CS5000 Yes 

CS7000 Yes 

SF100 No 

SF300 No 

 

Supported operating systems 
The HPE Storage Connection Manager (NCM) manages connections from the host to volumes on HPE Alletra 6000 and HPE Nimble 
Storage arrays and simplifies the process of configuring multiple connections and multipath I/O (MPIO) settings. The HPE Storage host-side 
toolkits also set critical timeout values that are necessary for performing failover operations.  

IMPORTANT 
Installation of the proper toolkit is required for Peer Persistence deployment. 

NIMBLEOS 5.1.X FEATURES 
NimbleOS version 5.1.x introduces many new features for HPE Nimble Storage arrays. For a complete list of these features, see the 
NimbleOS Release Notes in the HPE InfoSight portal. This version of NimbleOS introduces three features in particular that must be 
considered when deploying Peer Persistence (note that the minimum OS version for HPE Alletra 6000 arrays is 6.0.0): 

• Multiprotocol access to an array 

• Group scoped target (GST) iSCSI volumes 

• Support for synchronous replication 

Multiprotocol access to an array 
The multiprotocol feature enables you to use both iSCSI and FC protocols simultaneously on a single array or group to access different 
volumes. When Peer Persistence is deployed, however, a volume must be presented to hosts using the same protocol on both arrays in the 
group. In other words, volume A can be synchronously replicated between the two arrays as long as both arrays use the same protocol (FC 
or iSCSI) to present the volume to hosts. 

Group scoped target iSCSI volumes 
The group scoped target (GST) iSCSI volumes feature makes it possible to access multiple volumes through a single iSCSI target. This 
capability reduces the number of connections required when configuring a large number of volumes. Before NimbleOS version 5.1.x, each 
iSCSI target that was presented to servers contained a single volume. Each volume scoped target (VST) required a unique iSCSI Qualified 
Name (IQN), and the volume appeared to the server as LUN 0.  

Beginning with NimbleOS 5.1.x, however, iSCSI GST targets can be created. These targets make it possible to present multiple volumes to a 
server under a single IQN, with each volume appearing as a different LUN. 

https://infosight.hpe.com/resources/nimble/docs
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FC-attached volumes on HPE Nimble Storage arrays have always been presented as GST LUNs. All iSCSI volumes that are configured for 
Peer Persistence must be GST LUNs. If an HPE Nimble Storage array has been running a version of NimbleOS earlier than 5.1.0, the default 
target scoping must be changed from VST to GST after the array’s software is updated to NimbleOS 5.1.x or a later version.  

Use the CLI command group --edit --default_iscsi_target_scope group to make the change. This command causes any 
newly created iSCSI volumes to be defined as GST volumes. Any pre-existing volumes can be converted from VST to GST by using a 
procedure described in the HPE Nimble Storage CLI Administration Guide, Version 5.1.x, available from HPE InfoSight. 

Support for synchronous replication 
The synchronous replication feature makes it possible to synchronously replicate data between two arrays that are configured in an array 
group and that might be located in separate data centers. Synchronous replication can be used to provide automatic protection against 
array or site failure.  

Volumes can be configured for synchronous replication at the volume collection level. As Figure 3 shows, each volume collection on the 
arrays in the group can be configured in one of three ways: 

• To perform no replication of its member volumes 

• To perform periodic replication of snapshots of its member volumes (sometimes referred to as asynchronous replication) 

• To perform synchronous replication of its member volumes 

 

FIGURE 3. Volume Collection replication options 

Whereas snapshot replication requires the replication partners to be in different array groups (or requires one of the partners to be an  
HPE Cloud Volume Block Replication Store), synchronous replication requires that the replication partners be identified as different pools in 
the same group. Each of the two arrays in the group may be the source of volume collections that are synchronously replicated to the other 
array and the destination of volume collections that are synchronously replicated from the other array. Such a reciprocal replication 
configuration enables both arrays in the group to be active participants in a production storage environment. Figure 4 shows an example of 
each array acting as the source for a volume collection. 

https://infosight.hpe.com/resources/nimble/docs
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FIGURE 4. Volume Collections list showing synchronous replication with each array acting as the source for a volume collection 

Note that the array operating system’s UI sometimes uses the term upstream for source volumes or pools and the term downstream for 
destination volumes or storage pools, as the example in Figure 5 shows. This terminology is an artifact from previous generations of 
NimbleOS, in particular with regard to asynchronous replication. With asynchronous replication, the array group that hosts the original 
volume and manages the state of a replica has historically been called the upstream partner because the data flows from it. The array group 
where the replica resides has been called the downstream partner because the data flows to it. 

 

FIGURE 5. Bidirectional synchronous replication of two volumes shown in the array group’s volume list 

NETWORK REQUIREMENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS 
HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays are typically configured to connect to a management network and to data networks. 
Although the array operating system permits the combining of management and data networks, such a configuration requires special care to 
configure properly and is not ideal for Peer Persistence. Having separate management and data networks reduces traffic contention and 
makes it less likely for synchronous replication traffic to exceed the maximum RTT value of 5 ms. For a solid, well-performing Peer 
Persistence configuration, it is vital to build as much redundancy as possible into the network plumbing. 

When HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays are deployed to use Peer Persistence, network resiliency is critical. Both the 
management network and the data networks must span the two sites where the participating arrays are located (that is, the same IP address 
subnet range must be available across the two sites). 

IMPORTANT 
Multiple traffic types (group, synchronous replication, management, and iSCSI data access) all require the same network subnet to be 
available to all arrays in the group. These ports must be able to communicate on layer 2 of the TCP/IP model. 

In addition to supplying access to the array group for administrative purposes, the management network serves as the conduit for 
communication between the arrays and the Witness. The two arrays in the group use the management network to confirm their health with 
the Witness and to coordinate group tasks, including replication. For that reason, it is important to connect the management network to a 
redundant Ethernet network to ensure adequate performance (a maximum latency of 250 ms between the arrays and the Witness) and high 
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availability. Although the Witness does not need to be on the same subnet as the array group’s management network, the Witness IP 
addresses must be routable from the array group’s management address, ideally through the default gateway. 

Besides management traffic, the other network traffic type for HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays is data. The data traffic 
type is used for host connectivity on iSCSI arrays, but it can also be used for array group traffic to move or copy data between the arrays 
within a group. For Peer Persistence, a data network is used for synchronous replication of volumes between the two arrays in the group. For 
asynchronous replication, a management network or a data network can be chosen for the replication network as part of the replication 
partner configuration. Note that HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays do not send any replication data across FC interfaces; all 
replication occurs on IP address networks.  

HPE Nimble Storage arrays have options for 1 Gbps, 10 Gbps, and 25 Gbps Ethernet connectivity. HPE Alletra 6000 arrays have all of those 
options along with a 100 Gbps option. Any of these Ethernet options can be used for replication traffic as long as the network can satisfy the 
required RTT of 5 ms or less to keep the volumes synchronized. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends using a redundant 10 Gbps or 
faster Ethernet network for the replication network. The maximum supported distance for the replication network is 100 km. Figure 6 shows 
a high-level view of the recommended network topology. 

IMPORTANT 
To provide maximum protection, Hewlett Packard Enterprise highly recommends having redundant links for replication and client access 
and a minimum of 2x10 Gbps or faster Ethernet networks per controller for replication traffic. 

 

FIGURE 6. HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence high-level network topology 

For more information about network best practices, see HPE Nimble Storage Deployment Considerations for Networking – Ethernet Best 
Practices, available on the HPE InfoSight portal. 

https://infosight.hpe.com/InfoSight/media/cms/active/public/HPE_Nimble_Storage_Deployment_Considerations_for_Networking.pdf
https://infosight.hpe.com/InfoSight/media/cms/active/public/HPE_Nimble_Storage_Deployment_Considerations_for_Networking.pdf
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SUMMARY OF PEER PERSISTENCE FAILURE HANDLING 
HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence is engineered to help insure continued access to business-critical data in the 
event of an array failure or the failure of other components in the environment. The following table summarizes how Peer Persistence reacts 
to various failures and how data availability is affected. HPE prioritizes data integrity over data availability, so in some cases volumes will be 
taken offline even if one of the arrays is still functioning properly. 

TABLE 3. Peer persistence failure handling 

Failure Replication stopped ASO Host impact 

Witness down No No, but ASO becomes impossible No 

Single-site network communications 
to Witness failure 

No No  No 

Array-to-array single-link failure No No No 

Array-to-array all-link failure Yes Yes All host I/O now happens at GL array 

Site 1 to Witness and array-to-array 
all-links failure 

Yes Yes Site 2 becomes primary 

Site 2 to Witness and array-to-array 
all-links failure 

Yes Yes Site 1 becomes primary 

Array-to-array all-link failure and 
Witness links down from both sites 

Yes No Yes—array group stops serving I/O on both sites 

Witness and ASO not set up, then 
complete loss of all array replication 
links 

Yes No (Without Witness, there is no 
ASO or AFO.) 

• Site with GL array remains online 

• Site with BGL array has volumes inaccessible 
until array secondary management IP is 
accessed through SSH and array is converted to 
GL 

Witness and ASO not set up, GL array 
fails 

Yes No (Without Witness, there is no 
ASO or AFO.) 

BGL site volumes go offline until array secondary 
management IP is accessed through SSH and array 
is converted to GL. 

Witness and ASO not set up, BGL 
array fails 

Yes No (Without Witness, there is no 
ASO or AFO.) 

GL array remains operational. 

 

General notes 
• Peer Persistence is the only recommended mode of sync replication on HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays because it 

enables seamless transitioning of GL ownership and automatic switchover of operations. Consider any other deployment at your own risk. 

• Stretched networks across both sites are essential. Typically, the sites have three subnets with iSCSI arrays (management, group, and 
data) and two subnets with FC arrays (management and group). 

• A Witness is essential, and it must live in a network to which all management interfaces can route (although there is no need for it to be on 
the same network). 

• Installing the HPE Nimble Storage host toolkits is essential. You should consider any hosts without support for the toolkits as being unable 
to participate in Peer Persistence. 
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PEER PERSISTENCE COMBINED WITH ASYNCHRONOUS SNAPSHOT REPLICATION 
For synchronous replication with Peer Persistence between two HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 arrays, the arrays must be in 
the same array group and of the same array model. For asynchronous replication between two HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 
arrays, the arrays must be in different array groups. This means that you cannot perform both synchronous and asynchronous replication 
between the same two arrays. It is valid, however, to have two arrays in a group synchronously replicating some volumes between their two 
pools while also asynchronously replicating other volumes to asynchronous replication partners (either different array groups or HPE Cloud 
Volumes Block repositories). 

Any given volume on the arrays in the Peer Persistence group can be part of a volume collection that is being synchronously replicated 
between the two storage pools in the array group. Alternatively, a volume can be part of a volume collection that is being asynchronously 
replicated between the Peer Persistence array group and another HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 array group. However, a volume 
cannot be replicated both synchronously and asynchronously. 

In fact, a volume might not be configured for replication at all; it depends on the data protection requirements for the information in the 
volume. For volumes with an RPO of zero or near zero, use Peer Persistence. For volumes with an RPO measured in minutes or more, use 
asynchronous snapshot replication. For volumes with no RPO, no replication is necessary. 

 

FIGURE 7. Peer Persistence and asynchronous snapshot replication example 

INSTALLATION AND SETUP PROCEDURES 
This section describes one way to set up a robust HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence environment. As with most 
challenges, there is no one-size-fits-all solution, but these steps offer some guidance to achieve positive results. 

Installing and configuring the Witness 
The Witness is currently distributed in two forms: 

• As an RPM installation package for users who want to manually install the service on a Linux® server 

• As an open virtual appliance (OVA) package for VMware users who want to deploy a packaged Linux VM with the Witness preinstalled 

A separate Witness deployment (on a different server) is required for each HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 group of arrays that is 
configured for Peer Persistence. 

The Witness does not need to be on the same subnet as the array group, but its IP address must be routable from the array group’s 
management network. The Witness can be installed in a different data center or even in a cloud environment. 
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IMPORTANT 
If ASO is used, the Witness client should be located in a third failure domain. 

IMPORTANT 
Do not deploy the Witness client on a server that depends on one of the arrays in the Peer Persistence group for its storage. 

Deploy the Witness by using the RPM package 
This procedure describes how to install and configure the Witness service by using the Linux yum command line utility.  

1. Download the latest version of the Synchronous Replication Witness RPM package from the HPE InfoSight portal, in the Resources → 
Alletra 6000, Nimble Storage → Software Downloads section. 

 

FIGURE 8. Synchronous Replication Witness download page 

https://infosight.hpe.com/app/login
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2. If necessary, stand up a new Linux server to host the Witness service.  

CentOS 7.7.1908 is the current supported operating system for the Synchronous Replication Witness, but the latest details are listed on 
the HPE InfoSight portal page where the Witness software is posted. 

 

FIGURE 9. CentOS 7 network installation menu 

3. Configure static IPv4 addresses. 

A minimal installation of the OS is all that is required, but the server needs a static IP address that will be reliably accessible from the 
management network of the array group. IPv6 should be disabled (all communications with the array group use IPv4 addressing). See 
the CentOS release notes for other minimum system requirements for the server. 

 

FIGURE 10. Static IP address, subnet, and DNS settings for CentOS server 

https://infosight.hpe.com/app/login
https://wiki.centos.org/Manuals/ReleaseNotes
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4. Upload the Witness RPM package to the Linux server and use the root account to log in to the server.  

5. Run the chmod 775 <nimble-witness-xxxxxxxxx.x86.rpm> command to make sure that the executable attribute is set on the 
file.  

6. Use the yum utility to install the RPM package: yum install –y <nimble-witness-xxxxxxxxx.x86.rpm>. 

NOTE 
All dependent RPM packages are installed at this time, so internet access might be required. 

 

 

FIGURE 11. Installation process for Witness service 

7. After the Witness is installed, run the systemctl start nimble-witnessd.service command to start the service.  

To automatically start the Witness service whenever the Linux server reboots, run the systemctl enable nimble-
witnessd.service command. 

8. Run the systemctl status nimble-witnessd.service command to confirm that the Witness is running. 

 

 

FIGURE 12. Output for command to check the status of the Witness service 

9. If there are problems with installing or starting the Witness, examine the witnessd.log file in the /var/log/NimbleStorage 
directory for troubleshooting clues. 

10. Create a user account that allows the arrays to communicate with the Witness service.  

A standard user account has sufficient privileges, so there is no need to create an account with root privileges. Use the following two 
commands: 

– useradd <witness_account_user_name> 

– passwd <witness_account_user_name> 
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FIGURE 13. User account for Witness activities created 

11. At this point, as a good practice, use the same systemctl status nimble-witnessd.service command to restart the Witness 
server; then log in as root and confirm that the Witness service is running.  

12. Update the CentOS firewall to open the proper port for communication from the array group to the Witness. 

 

FIGURE 14. Open port 5395 on the CentOS firewall and reload the firewall service 

After the Witness service is deployed on a CentOS server (either a physical server or a VM), the next task is to configure the other components of the Peer 
Persistence environment. 
 
Deploy the Witness by using the OVA 

IMPORTANT 
This section is unnecessary if the Witness service has already been installed by using the RPM package. Do not install the Witness twice for 
one Peer Persistence instance. If the OVA method is preferable, however, it must be deployed from VMware vCenter® by using the procedure 
described in this section. 

1. Download the latest version of the Synchronous Replication Witness OVA package from the HPE InfoSight portal, in the Resources → 
Alletra 6000, Nimble Storage → Software Downloads section.  

The VM that is included in the Witness OVA has the following hardware components: 

– 1 CPU 

– 4 GB of RAM 

– 16 GB of hard disk capacity 

– 1 SCSI controller (LSI Logic Parallel) 

– 3 VMXNET virtual network adapters 

2. Log into the VMware vSphere® Client to access the VMware vCenter instance where the OVA is to be deployed.  

https://infosight.hpe.com/app/login
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3. Right-click the desired VMware vSphere ESXi™ host and choose Deploy OVF Template from the menu. 

 

FIGURE 15. Initiate OVA deployment in vCenter 

4. Select the Local file option and click Browse to choose an OVA file to download from the HPE InfoSight portal. 

 

FIGURE 16. Choosing the OVA file to deploy 
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5. Step through the open virtualization format (OVF) deployment wizard, specifying a name for the new VM and other details such as the 
compute resource where the VM will reside. 

 

FIGURE 17. Supply a name and location for the new VM 

6. Continue through the deployment wizard, specifying the data store to be used for storage, the virtual networks to be used for 
communications with the array group, and (if desired) external networks.  
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7. Specify a minimum of one static IP address, its netmask, and a gateway IP address to complete the initial deployment of the Witness VM. 

NOTE 
The netmasks required for this step are the IPv4 slash notation or Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) values, not the four octet notation 
values. For example, 24 rather than 255.255.255.0 is the proper entry. 

 

FIGURE 18. Required network information for initial setup of the Witness VM 

8. In addition to the minimum network settings, Hewlett Packard Enterprise highly recommends that you configure the rest of the network 
connections, either as part of this setup or manually after the VM has been deployed. 

Redundant networks are very important to help the array group maintain contact with the Witness, and identifying a DNS server helps 
the CentOS server connect to other network resources through their host names instead of their IP addresses.  
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9. Review all of the settings and click Finish to deploy the Witness VM. 

 

FIGURE 19. Final chance to review and change any setting. 

10. After the Witness VM is fully deployed, power on the VM and open its web console to perform the initial login. 

 

FIGURE 20. Using the vSphere Client Actions menu to power on the Witness VM 
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11. As part of the login process, change the supplied default password to a new password.  

Hewlett Packard Enterprise supplies a default root password for the initial login, but this password must be changed immediately. The 
initial root password is listed in the Notes section of the software download page for the Witness OVA in the HPE InfoSight portal. The 
password is also provided in the HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Administration Guide documentation for NimbleOS versions 
5.2.1 and higher, also available on the HPE InfoSight portal. 

The new, user-defined password must be at least eight characters in length and conform to some additional requirements, such as not 
containing the word root or any words commonly found in a dictionary. Be aware that the initial login process times out in 60 seconds, so 
if you encounter delays while typing in the original and new passwords (twice each), it will be necessary to repeat the process until it is 
completed in the allowed timeframe. 

 

FIGURE 21. Initial login session with Witness VM 

12. Verify that the Witness service is running by running the command systemctl status nimble-witnessd.service from the 
CentOS command prompt. 

 

FIGURE 22. Confirmation that the Witness service is running 

https://infosight.hpe.com/resources/nimble/software/NimbleOS/Synchronous%20Replication%20Witness
https://infosight.hpe.com/resources/nimble/docs
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13. Create a user account that allows the arrays to communicate with the Witness service.  

A standard user account has sufficient privileges, so there is no need to create an account with root privileges. Use the following two 
commands: 

– useradd <witness_account_user_name> 

– passwd <witness_account_user_name> 

 

FIGURE 23. Adding a new user-named Witness and setting the password 

14. Run the command firewall-cmd –list-services to confirm that nimble-witness and ssh are the two services permitted 
through the firewall.  

As part of the security configuration for the Witness VM, IPv6 and other services are disabled on the CentOS server image. 

 

FIGURE 24. Query the firewall for a list of the services that are permitted to pass through 

After the Witness service is deployed on a CentOS server VM, the next task is to configure the other components of the Peer Persistence 
environment. 

NOTE 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise will update the OVA package as necessary to incorporate new OS patches or features. Users should not use 
other sources to update components of the Witness server unless directed to do so by HPE Nimble Storage Support. 

Configuring the host 
The appropriate NCM package is required for installation on all hosts. NCM is currently available for Windows, VMware, and Linux operating 
systems. Check the HPE InfoSight Validated Configuration Matrix for the NCM version for your NimbleOS release, as well as for associated 
release notes. 

Setting up the Initial array configuration 
The basic steps for setting up HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays are the same whether the arrays are being configured for 
Peer Persistence or not. The array hardware guide and administration guides, available on the HPE InfoSight portal, explain the steps in 
detail. In addition, the HPE InfoSight Welcome Center, shown in Figure 25, is a useful online tool.  

https://infosight.hpe.com/resources/nimble/validated-configuration-matrix
https://infosight.hpe.com/resources/nimble/docs
http://infosight.hpe.com/welcomecenter
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FIGURE 25. The HPE InfoSight Welcome Center landing page 

The Welcome Center provides a range of information, from summaries of the requirements and steps to videos and text-based best 
practices for installing and configuring the arrays. Figure 26 shows an example page. 

 

FIGURE 26. Example content from the HPE InfoSight Welcome Center  
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As part of the initial setup, two or three IP address subnets should be created on the first array. For iSCSI arrays, ideally, separate subnets are 
dedicated to management, group, and data traffic. For FC arrays, only the management and group IP address subnets are required because 
all host data traffic goes across the FC interfaces. If desired, the group traffic can be run on the same subnet as the management or the iSCSI 
data traffic, but it is important to maintain the latency of 5 ms or less for the group traffic. 

On arrays with only the FC protocol enabled (not both FC and iSCSI), there is no group traffic type to select—only management and data. 
Any add-on IP interfaces in the controllers for FC arrays are assumed to be intended for group traffic. 

Note that group traffic refers to the data replication activity between the two arrays in the group. There is also some group-related traffic 
that goes across the management subnet between the two arrays. 

IMPORTANT 
Latency should remain at less than 5 ms round-trip response time between arrays in the group on all synchronous replication links. 

Figure 27 shows an example configuration of subnet information for an array group.  

 

FIGURE 27. Configured subnet information for array group 

After the subnets are defined, it is necessary to bind them to specific ports on the array controller. Remember that high availability is very 
important for Peer Persistence, and make sure that each subnet is assigned to at least two ports per controller. This arrangement enables 
routing through redundant switches for a more robust configuration. 

 

FIGURE 28. Associating subnets and Ethernet ports 
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Before adding the second array to the group, be sure to define a secondary management IP address in the network configuration. After 
the group is built and synchronous replication is enabled, this secondary management IP address can be used to open an SSH session to the 
BGL if the GL becomes unresponsive. Figure 29 shows an example of configuring the secondary management IP address. 

NOTE 
You cannot access the secondary IP address through the array group’s GUI. The secondary management IP address is used only for 
interaction with the BGL, it and it can be reached only through the CLI in an SSH session. 

 

FIGURE 29. Configuring the secondary management IP address 

Adding the second array 
The first array is ready to scale out with the addition of the uninitialized second array. The second array is easily added in the first array’s GUI 
by selecting the Hardware tab at the top of the screen and choosing Add Array to Group in the Actions  
drop-down menu, as shown in Figure 30. 

 

FIGURE 30. Initiating addition of the second array to the group 
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All of the powered-on HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays on the local network are listed, but only arrays that are running the 
same version of the array operating system are selectable from the list. Figure 31 shows an example list. In general, it is possible to group 
HPE Alletra 6000 arrays with HPE Nimble Storage arrays, but for Peer Persistence the two arrays must be of the same model. 

 

FIGURE 31. List of discovered HPE Nimble Storage arrays 

The interface ports on the second array should be assigned to the subnets that were created during the setup of the first array. To enable 
ASO, the subnets must span the two sites where the arrays are located. Figure 32 shows the hardware view of the resulting group. 

 

FIGURE 32. Hardware view of the group 
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If the arrays are using FC for host connectivity, the SAN must also span the two sites, and the zoning must be configured so that servers that 
access any synchronously replicated volumes have identical access to both arrays. Figure 33 shows the identical networking of the two 
arrays. 

 

FIGURE 33. Interface assignments showing both arrays with identical networking 

Each array should each reside in its own storage pool. The first array’s pool is named default and the second is named default-2 or  
default-<array name> unless the names are changed to something more meaningful. To change the pool names, navigate to  
Manage → Data Storage, select one of the pools, and choose Edit from the Pool Actions pull-down menu, as shown in Figure 34. 

 

FIGURE 34. How to change the name of a storage pool 
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Figure 35 shows an example of renamed storage pools 

 

FIGURE 35. Storage pools renamed to reflect separate sites 

Starting with NimbleOS 5.1.x, when two arrays of the same model are grouped together, their storage pools are automatically matched as 
replication partners. To verify that the pools are matched, navigate to Manage → Data Protection → Replication Partners, as shown in 
Figure 36. 

 

FIGURE 36. Group pools configured as replication partners 

Setting up ASO 
After the second array is added, it becomes possible to create volumes on the HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 array group and 
configure them to be synchronously replicated between the two arrays in the group. The final task required to finish setting up Peer 
Persistence from the array group standpoint is to designate the location of the Witness 

This task can be accomplished in the group GUI by navigating to Administration → Availability and providing the required Witness 
information, as shown in Figure 37. Note that for robustness you can enter up to three host names or IP addresses for the Witness. 
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FIGURE 37. Enter details about the Witness 

After the Witness information is successfully saved, click Test in the same window to confirm that both arrays in the group can connect to 
the Witness service. The displayed results resemble the example shown in Figure 38. 

 

FIGURE 38. Successful Witness test results 

Important CLI steps 
For iSCSI arrays, it is important to confirm that the default iSCSI connection mode is group scoped target (GST). To check, open an SSH 
session to the array group’s primary management IP address, which opens a CLI window to the GL array. To identify which array is currently 
serving as the GL, run the CLI command group –info and examine the output. Figure 39 shows an example output. 
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FIGURE 39. Partial output from the group --info command showing the GL array name 

Scrolling further down in the output, it is possible to see the default iSCSI target scope, as shown in Figure 40. If the default is not Group 
Target, another command must be issued to change the default. 

 

FIGURE 40. Additional output from the group --info command showing the default target scope 

If the default iSCSI target scope is volume rather than group, run the group –edit –default_iscsi_target_scope group 
command to change the scope.  

Configuring synchronously replicated volumes 
The processes for creating initiator groups, volume collections, and volumes are not unique to synchronous replication and are explained in 
full detail in the array administration guides. In the interest of completeness, this document delves into all of these topics and describes the 
considerations for each of them as they pertain to synchronous replication and Peer Persistence. 

Create initiator groups 
From the array standpoint, initiator groups are required to specify which hosts can connect to particular volumes. One of the steps for 
volume creation is to designate host access, so creating the initiator groups first is a good practice. Remember to install the appropriate host 
toolkit (Linux, VMware, or Windows) on each host that will access a synchronously replicated volume. Also remember that both arrays in the 
group must be accessible by any host that accesses a synchronously replicated volume, so any SAN or LAN zoning must be properly 
configured. 

1. In the array GUI, go to Manage → Data Access → Initiator Groups. 

 

FIGURE 41. Navigate to the Initiator Groups list 
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2. Click the plus sign (+) to add a new initiator group. 

 

FIGURE 42. Initiate the creation of a new group 

3. For an iSCSI initiator group, assign a name to the group and select one of the subnet options.  

In this example, the iSCSI subnet is chosen as the conduit between the initiator and any volumes to which its initiator group is assigned.  

4. For each desired host, add a meaningful name, the IQN, and a host IP address, then click Create. 

 

FIGURE 43. Fill in specific information for the initiator group 
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When an FC initiator group is created, the options are slightly different, as Figure 44 shows. There is no option to select subnets, and rather 
than the option to specify an IQN and IP address for each initiator, there is a drop-down list of all of the initiator Worldwide Port Names 
(WWPNs) that are zoned in with the HPE Nimble Storage array group. 

 

FIGURE 44. Example of an initiator group on an FC array 

Create volume collections 
Another option offered during volume creation is to specify a volume collection into which to place the new volume. It is a good practice to 
create volume collections first, rather than having to create them as part of configuring a new volume or trying to remember which volumes 
to add to a new volume collection after the fact. 

As mentioned earlier, synchronous replication is configured at the granularity of volume collections. With synchronous replication, a minimal 
data protection schedule (specifying snapshots every four hours or less) must be specified for the volume collection, as shown in Figure 45. 
When one of these scheduled snapshots is triggered, snapshots are taken simultaneously on both arrays in the group. These snapshots can 
be used by the array group for data protection purposes (rolling back to an earlier point in time to recover lost or corrupted data) or to 
resynchronize the volumes if for any reason they fall out of sync. 
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FIGURE 45. Volume collection options 

To have each array in the group host the active path to a subset of the synchronously replicated volumes in the group, create separate 
volume collections, specifying the different pools as the replication partner. Figure 46 shows an example. 

 

 

FIGURE 46. Volume collections list 

IMPORTANT 
After an ASO, the same pool becomes the source for all synchronously replicated volumes. When the conditions that caused the switchover 
have been addressed, manual handovers can be performed on the specified volume collections to restore their pool assignments to their 
original settings. 
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Create volumes 
After the initiator groups and volume collections are defined, volume creation becomes much more straightforward. Keep in mind that 
NimbleOS 5.1.x supports a maximum of 128 volumes per source storage pool for synchronous replication. This means that 128 volumes can 
be synchronously replicated from the GL array’s storage pool to the BGL array’s storage pool, and another 128 volumes can be 
synchronously replicated from the BGL array’s storage pool to the GL array’s storage pool. With NimbleOS 5.2.1.x and newer versions of the 
array OS, the maximum number of synchronously replicated volumes per storage pool is 512. 

To specify which array within the array group will present the volume to hosts, select the desired array’s storage pool as the Location for the 
volume. To specify that the new volume is to be synchronously replicated to the other storage pool in the array group, select a volume 
collection that is configured to perform that replication as the Data Protection choice. For the Access field, select one of the previously 
created initiator groups. 

The example volume shown in Figure 47 was created in the Boston pool, placed in the SyncRepl-B2R-VC01 volume collection, and made 
accessible to the WindowsFileServers initiator group. 

 

FIGURE 47. Volume created in Boston pool, placed in SyncRepl-B2R-VC01 volume collection, and made accessible to WindowsFileServers initiator group 

After a volume is placed in a volume collection that is configured for synchronous replication, the following actions happen: 

• An identical volume is created in the destination storage pool and is automatically added to the volume collection. 

• The volumes in the destination storage pool inherit the serial number from the source volumes. 

• The volumes in the destination storage pool inherit the existing ACLs from the source volumes. 

• The volumes in the destination storage pool are brought online to export the SCSI standby paths. 

Review the array group’s volume list to confirm that the upstream (source) and downstream (destination) volumes are in the correct pools. 
The array group volume list in Figure 48 shows the storage pool placement of volumes. 
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FIGURE 48. Array group volume list showing storage pool placement of volumes 

It is also a good practice to navigate to Manage → Data Protection → Replication Partners and review the replication partners list to confirm 
the status of the two storage pools in the array group. If each array in the group is hosting the active path to some of the volumes and 
synchronously replicating those volumes to the other array, the Traffic column should display the status Bi-Directional, as in the example in 
Figure 49; otherwise, the traffic would be characterized as either Inbound or Outbound. 

 

FIGURE 49. Replication partners list 
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Connect volumes to hosts and verify MPIO 
Multipath I/O (MPIO) is an important element of HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence, and Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise provides MPIO device drivers as part of the host toolkits for all supported operating systems (Linux, VMware, and Windows). 
When volumes protected by Peer Persistence are connected to the host, Nimble Device Specific Modules and MPIO autoconnect to both 
source and destination arrays and maintain connectivity and MPIO across both systems. The active (source) array can be seen by 
active/optimized paths, and standby (destination) arrays can be seen by standby paths. HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays 
use standard ALUA processes for path MPIO and failover. 

For Windows hosts, NCM creates the proper multipath connections for iSCSI volumes, and, as Figure 50 shows, it can be used to quickly 
display information about all of the volumes discovered on various array groups. 

 

FIGURE 50. HPE Storage Connection Manager for Windows, showing two volumes under the group scope target 

After the volumes are detected and connected, Windows Disk Manager can be used to interrogate the properties of the volume and prepare 
it for use. As Figure 51 shows, the MPIO tab of a volume’s properties displays a list of all I/O paths, active and standby, between the host and 
the volume. 

 

FIGURE 51. Examining the MPIO path states by using the Windows Disk Management utility 
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If there is no need to activate, partition, and format the volumes, you can find the multipath information by running the mpclaim command 
in a Windows command prompt window, as shown in Figure 52. 

 

FIGURE 52. Interrogating the MPIO status through the CLI by using a Windows command prompt  

For VMware, if NCM has been installed on the ESXi host that connects to the volume, NIMBLE_PSP_DIRECTED should display as the path 
selection policy, which overrides the native VMware MPIO for both iSCSI and FC connectivity for additional enhancements. 

To see this information, navigate in the VMware vSphere client to the Configure tab for the datastore that is built on the attached volume. 
Select the host in the Connectivity and Multipathing pane. A list of all active and standby paths is displayed, as shown in Figure 53. 
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FIGURE 53. Multipathing policies for synchronously replicated iSCSI volume in VMware 

To interrogate the HPE Nimble Storage services on a Linux host, run the command multipath ll from the command line, as shown in 
Figure 54. 
 

 

FIGURE 54. Multipathing policies for synchronously replicated iSCSI volume in Linux 

Finally, there are several ways to check the number of connections to a volume in the array GUI. For a specific volume, navigate to Manage 
→ Data Storage, select the volume, and click the Data Access tab, as shown in Figure 55. Confirm that there are an even number of 
connections. (An odd number would indicate that something is misconfigured on the host or on the iSCSI or FC network.) 
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FIGURE 55. Volume connections in the NimbleOS GUI 

Observe traffic between the arrays when data is written to a volume 
After volumes have been mounted and formatted from the required hosts, it is time to start putting them to work. Generate I/O to the 
volumes to simulate the desired amount of day-to-day read/write I/O access. The latency of the network between the systems naturally 
limits the maximum performance numbers of any system that is replicating synchronously.  

By logging into the array group’s UI, you can observe the front-end application I/O as well as the synchronous replication traffic and the 
respective Ethernet interfaces that indicate the flow of synchronous replication traffic. Navigate to Monitor → Replication to see graphs of 
the replication traffic and synchronous replication latency, either for the entire group or for a specific replication partner. Figure 56 shows an 
example. 

 

FIGURE 56. Replication monitor showing throughput and latency 
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You can also go to Monitor → Interfaces to observe the replication traffic across the assigned Ethernet ports. When both paths are online, 
the replication traffic is balanced between the interfaces that are designated for Group traffic, as shown in the example in Figure 57. 

 

FIGURE 57. Interfaces monitor showing traffic across the replication ports 

Validating synchronous replication setup 
Before moving the first synchronously replicated volumes on an array group into a production environment, it is a best practice to run a 
manual handover of at least one synchronous replication volume collection sourced from each pool. This enables you to verify that hosts 
that access a volume from one storage pool in the array group can also access the same volume when its active path moves to the other 
storage pool. 

To initiate a manual handover, navigate to Manage → Data Protection → Volume Collections. From there, select a volume collection, click 
the ellipsis icon (…), and select Handover, as shown in Figure 58. 

 

FIGURE 58. Initiating a manual handover of a synchronously replicated volume collection 
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Performing a manual volume collection handover changes the direction of synchronous replication without any loss of data. It does so by 
momentarily pausing the host I/O (with a timeout value of 10 seconds) while roles, active paths, and connectivity are switched on the array 
group. This process transfers the Source designation from one pool to the other. ALUA is used, and a pause of a few seconds is to be 
expected. Figure 59 shows the confirmation message. 

 

FIGURE 59. Manual handover confirmation dialog box 

The volume collections list is updated to display the switched pools, as shown in Figure 60. 

 

FIGURE 60. Volume collections list showing that the source and destination pools have switched after the handover 
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The Windows MPIO path assignments are also updated, as shown in Figure 61. 

 

FIGURE 61. Windows MPIO path assignments before and after handover 

AUTOMATIC OR MANUAL SWITCHOVER  
The biggest difference between synchronous replication (available with NimbleOS version 5.1.x) and Peer Persistence (available with 
NimbleOS version 5.2.1.x) is the ASO functionality. With ASO, when one of the two arrays that are partnering for synchronous replication 
fails, the active paths for synchronously replicated volumes hosted on the failed array automatically switch over to the remaining array. 

Without ASO, the steps required to move active paths to the remaining array depend on the role of the failed array in the group. If the GL 
array fails, steps must be taken to fail over the GL role to the BGL before any other actions are taken. After the role failover is accomplished, 
a storage administrator must manually reconcile each volume in the synchronously replicated volume collections and perform a handover of 
each volume collection to the surviving array.  

NOTE 
This section explains the steps that are needed to perform a manual switchover if ASO is not available, but in a production environment 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends starting with a call to HPE Nimble Storage Support. In addition to expediting recovery, Support 
engineers can help determine the root cause of the problem. 

Manual failover/switchover when the GL fails 
If the GL array fails and ASO is not enabled, the GL array can no longer accept any I/O requests for volumes that it is hosting. This means 
that any volumes on the array that are not being synchronously replicated to the BGL go offline, as do any volumes for which the pool 
containing the GL array is the source for synchronous replication. Because it cannot reach the GL and many of the array group functions rely 
on guidance from the GL, the BGL array also takes its own volumes offline. In effect, the entire array group goes offline. 

If the GL array is down and ASO is not enabled, the primary management IP address becomes unreachable through either the CLI or the 
GUI. To manually fail over the GL role to the remaining member of the array group, the BGL, you must open an SSH session to the 
secondary management IP address and log in with the array group’s admin credentials. 
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IMPORTANT 
You cannot access the secondary IP address through the array group’s GUI. The secondary management IP address is used only for 
interaction with the BGL, it and it can be reached only through the CLI in an SSH session. 

Using the secondary IP address opens a secure CLI session with the BGL. Run the command group –-check_takeover to verify that 
the GL array is not communicating with the BGL array and that it is valid for the BGL to assume the GL role. If the takeover check passes, run 
the command group --takeover to transfer the GL role to the BGL array, as shown in Figure 62. 

 

FIGURE 62. SSH session on BGL to seize GL role 

After the BGL array assumes the GL role, it is no longer accessible through the secondary management IP address, and the SSH session 
terminates. From this point forward, the surviving array becomes the GL, and it is accessed through the primary management IP address for 
both GUI and CLI administration.  

After logging a GUI session to the array group’s primary management IP address, an administrator can see a series of alarms displayed at the 
top of the screen, like the one in Figure 63. These alarms are typically triggered by situations such as the following: 

• Configuration synchronization with the failed array is delayed and will be retried. 

• At least one volume collection that is synchronously replicating from the current GL to the failed GL is out of sync. 

• Notification of group Management Service information to the failed array is delayed; the new GL will continue to retry. I/O might be 
affected during this time. 

• Group Management Service is not highly available because none of the member arrays is able to act as backup. 

 

FIGURE 63. Example of an alarm displayed when an array in the group is unavailable 

At this point in the process, all volumes in synchronously replicating volume collections for which the current GL array was in the source 
storage pool are online but out-of-sync because the former GL array is still unavailable. All volumes in the current GL array’s storage pool 
that are not configured for synchronous replication are also online. Any volumes on the former GL array that were not being synchronously 
replicated remain unavailable, and all volumes in volume collections for which the current GL array was in the destination storage pool 
remain offline because the current GL array’s copy of those volumes is still the standby path. The volumes list shows the volumes that are 
available after manual failover of the GL. Those volumes are highlighted in the example in Figure 64. 
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FIGURE 64. Volume list after manual failover of GL with available volumes highlighted 

Before changing the standby paths to active paths for that last set of volumes, you must modify their volume collections to remove the 
replication partner setting and in effect disable synchronous replication for those volumes. This modification must be made through the CLI 
because the GUI has no mechanism for this action. As Figure 65 shows, the CLI command is volcoll –editsched <volcoll name> 
--schedule <schedule name> --replicate_to “” –-use_downstream_for_DR.  

 

FIGURE 65. Example of volume collection modification to prepare volumes for access when source storage pool is unavailable 

NOTE 
If any of the volume collections has multiple data protection schedules, the command must be repeated for each schedule. 

After all of the data protection schedules for each of the synchronously replicating volume collections are modified so that the volumes on 
the current GL are no longer referenced as downstream or destination in the array group’s GUI, the volumes are available from the hosts to 
which they had previously been presented. Figure 66 shows an example of a volume list after the volume collections have been edited. 
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FIGURE 66. Volume list after volume collections have been edited with available volumes highlighted 

When the failed array comes back online, it assumes the role of BGL, and the changes made to the volume collections are propagated to the 
returning array. While the changes are being applied, alarms might be displayed regarding out-of-sync volumes, like the example in  
Figure 67, but eventually the updated volume collections will take effect. 

 

FIGURE 67. Alarm warning of out-of-sync volumes 
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Restoring the synchronous replication relationship to volumes after an array rejoins the group 
After the array group configuration is stabilized, there are two copies of any volumes that had once been part of a synchronous replication 
configuration flowing from the original GL to the current GL. Figure 68 shows an example. Neither copy is designated as upstream (source) 
or downstream (destination), and both copies are mounted to the same hosts. At this point, some additional work is required. 

 

FIGURE 68. Volume list after the array group resyncs, showing volumes with duplicate names 
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1. To offline the volumes in the storage pool that has just come back online, navigate to Manage → Data Storage → Volume, select each 
of the relevant volumes, and set them offline. 

 

FIGURE 69. Setting duplicate volumes offline 

2. After the volumes are offline, edit each of them to remove any Access Control Lists (ACLs) to facilitate using the volumes as synchronous 
replication destinations in a later step. 

 

FIGURE 70. Edit volume to remove all ACLs 
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3. Navigate to Manage → Data Protection → Volume Collections and select a volume collection that contains one or more of the 
volumes that were just off-lined.  

4. Edit the volume collection to remove the recently off-lined volume or volumes, and save the results. 

 

FIGURE 71. Removing the off-lined volumes from the volume collection 

5. Edit the same volume collection again and designate the BGL’s storage pool as the replication partner, then click Next. 

 

FIGURE 72. Designating the destination pool for synchronous replication 
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6. Select the copies of the volumes from the GL’s pool, add them to the volume collection, and click Save. 

 

FIGURE 73. Adding GL copies of volumes to volume collection 

7. At this point the array group starts to resynchronize the volume collection; when it is finished, confirm that the Remote Recovery Point 
in the Volume Collections list displays Now. 

 

FIGURE 74. Volume collection list showing synchronization complete 
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8. If desired, perform a manual handover of the volume collection to return the replication direction to its original configuration by selecting 
the volume collection, clicking the ellipsis icon (…), and choosing Handover.  

This approach is considered a best practice, especially if there is a plan to migrate the GL role back to the other array, because it restores 
some measure of robustness to the array group. If the BGL array is serving the active paths for all of the volumes for the array group and 
ASO is not enabled, then the failure of the BGL array takes the entire array group offline even though the group services are still 
available.  

 

FIGURE 75. Steps for performing a manual handover 

9. Optionally, when the handover is complete and the replication direction is reversed, you can edit the volume collection to adjust the 
retention settings for the snapshots taken by the two replication partners. 

The retention counts are not automatically changed as part of the handover process. 

 

 

FIGURE 76. Manual handover complete, with replication direction reversed 
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10. Optionally, you can migrate the GL role back to the previous GL array: 

a. In an SSH session, run the command group –check_migrate to confirm that the operation is safe. 

b. Run the command group –migrate to perform the migration.  

 

FIGURE 77. CLI commands to migrate the GL role to the BGL 

Manual failover/switchover when the BGL fails 
A scenario in which the BGL array fails and ASO is not enabled is less disruptive than one in which the GL array fails. Because the group 
services are still available on the GL array, not all volumes in the array group necessarily become unavailable. Technically, it would still be 
possible for that to happen if the active paths for all of the array group’s volumes were pointed to the BGL array, but that would be 
considered a corner case. 

In this situation, all volumes in the BGL array’s storage pool go offline, including both volumes that are being synchronously replicated to the 
GL array’s storage pool and volumes that are not being synchronously replicated. The volumes hosted in the GL array’s storage pool remain 
online, although the volumes that are being synchronously replicated to the BGL’s storage pool go out of sync. The GL array’s copy of the 
volumes that are being synchronously replicated from the BGL array are online, but the paths to those volumes are the standby paths until 
manual intervention takes place. 
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FIGURE 78. Volume list showing volumes that will be unavailable when BGL fails  

As was the case when configuring access to downstream copies of volumes after the GL array failed and the BGL took over the GL role, 
before the standby paths are changed to active paths for the downstream volumes, their volume collections must be modified to remove the 
replication partner setting and in effect disable synchronous replication for those volumes. 

This modification must be made through the CLI because there is no mechanism in the GUI for this action. As Figure 79 shows, the CLI 
command is volcoll –editsched <volcoll name> --schedule <schedule name> --replicate_to “” –-
use_downstream_for_DR. 

NOTE 
If any volume collection has multiple data protection schedules, the command must be repeated for each schedule. 

 

FIGURE 79. CLI command to remove replication partner name from the volume collection 
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After all of the data protection schedules for each of the synchronously replicating volume collections are modified so that the volumes on 
the GL are no longer referenced as downstream or destination in the array group GUI, the volumes become available from the hosts to 
which they had previously been presented, as shown in Figure 80. 

 

FIGURE 80. List of volumes, with the Protection tab showing that GL copies of volumes are no longer in a volume collection 

When the failed array comes back online, it resumes the role of BGL, and the changes made to the volume collections are propagated to the 
returning array. While the changes are being applied, alarms might be displayed regarding out-of-sync volumes, like the example shown in 
Figure 81, but eventually the updated volume collections will take effect. 

 

FIGURE 81. Alarm warning of out-of-sync volumes 
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Restoring the synchronous replication relationship to volumes after an array rejoins the group 
After the array group configuration is stabilized, there are two copies of any volumes that had once been part of a synchronous replication 
configuration flowing from the BGL to the GL. Figure 82 shows an example. Neither copy is designated as upstream (source) or downstream 
(destination), and both copies are mounted to the same hosts. At this point, some additional work is required. 

 

FIGURE 82. Volume list after the array group resyncs, showing volumes with duplicate names 
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1. To offline the volumes in the storage pool that has just come back online, navigate to Manage → Data Storage → Volume, select each 
of the desired volumes, and set them offline. 

 

FIGURE 83. Setting duplicate volumes offline 

2. After the volumes are offline, edit each of them to remove any ACLs to facilitate using the volumes as synchronous replication 
destinations in a later step. 

 

FIGURE 84 Edit volume to remove all ACLs 

3. Navigate to Manage → Data Protection → Volume Collections and select a volume collection containing one or more of the volumes 
that were just off-lined.  
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4. Edit the volume collection to remove the recently off-lined volume or volumes, and save the results. 

 

FIGURE 85. Removing offline volumes from the volume collection 

5. Edit the same volume collection again and designate the BGL’s storage pool as the replication partner, then click Next. 

 

FIGURE 86. Designate the synchronous replication partner 
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6. Select the copies of the volumes from the GL’s pool, add them to the volume collection, and click Save. 

 

FIGURE 87. Adding correct copies of volumes to volume collection 

7. At this point, the array group starts to resynchronize the volume collection; when it is finished, confirm that the Remote Recovery Point 
in the Volume Collections list displays Now. 

 

FIGURE 88. Volume collection list showing synchronization in progress 
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8. Optionally, you can perform a manual handover of the volume collection to return the replication direction to its original configuration by 
selecting the volume collection, clicking the ellipsis icon (…), and choosing Handover. 

Doing so is a best practice because it restores some measure of robustness to the array group. If the GL array is serving the active paths 
for all of the volumes for the array group, then the failure of the GL array takes the entire array group offline—even after the group 
services are restored with a manual failover to the BGL. 

 

FIGURE 89. Performing a manual handover of a volume collection 

9. Optionally, after the handover is complete and the replication direction is reversed, you can edit the volume collection to adjust the 
retention settings for the snapshots taken by the two replication partners.  

The retention counts are not automatically changed as part of the handover process. It is important to adjust these counts after 
performing the handover to reflect the original volume collection settings. 

 

FIGURE 90. Prior to the handover, 48 snapshots were retained locally and 2 remotely 
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Advantages of using ASO versus manual handover 
Although the process of installing the Witness service might be a bit challenging, it more than compensates a storage administrator for the 
effort by facilitating ASO. When one of the two arrays in a Peer Persistence pairing fails, having the array group automatically fail over the GL 
role when necessary and automatically switch over the active path to the surviving array enables nondisruptive business continuity. 
Manually reconfiguring every volume collection that had been replicating from the failed array is a time-consuming and error-prone process, 
and if the failed array was the GL, then all volumes remain offline until a manual failover of the GL role is performed.  

RESTORING ACTIVE PATHS FOR VOLUMES AFTER RECOVERING FROM AN ASO 
After an ASO, when synchronization is restored to the volume collection, you can perform a manual handover of the volume collection if you 
want to move the active path for the volumes in the volume collection back to their original storage pool. To hand over the volume collection 
manually, select a volume collection, click the ellipsis icon (…), and choose Handover, as shown in Figure 91. 

 

FIGURE 91. Manual handover of a volume collection 

After the handover, examine the volume collection and adjust the snapshot retention values to match the desired behavior. When a manual 
handover is performed, the replication direction is reversed, but the number of snapshots that are retained in the local and remote storage 
pools does not shift in the data protection schedule.  

CONDITIONS THAT BLOCK ASO 
If the Witness is unavailable, if there is a local failover of an array, or if a volume collection is out of sync, then ASO can be blocked. 

Unavailable Witness 
If the arrays in a Peer Persistence group cannot reach the Witness service, they do not initiate any AFO or ASO operations. In this case, the 
GL array remains the GL, and synchronous replication continues, with both storage pools retaining their source or destination roles for each 
synchronously replicated volume collection. An alarm banner appears at the top of the NimbleOS GUI, as shown in Figure 92. If the Witness 
is completely unavailable, alarms appear for every array in the group. 
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FIGURE 92. Alarm triggered in NimbleOS UI when Witness is unreachable 

You can check the Witness connectivity at any time by navigating to Administration → Availability and clicking Test in the Witness 
section of the screen. Figure 93 shows the Test Results dialog box. 

 

 

FIGURE 93. Test results when Witness is unavailable 

Although the Witness service does not require extensive resources from its host server, it is still important to exercise due diligence in 
choosing a robust platform with reliable network connectivity to host the Witness service. The strength of these resources is key to ensuring 
availability. 

Volume collection out of sync 
If a volume collection is out of sync, it cannot safely be switched over, either by ASO or by a manual handover. ASO for that volume collection 
does not occur until all of the volumes are synchronized. 

IMPORTANT 
If a volume is added to a synchronously replicated volume collection, all of the volumes that are configured for synchronous replication go 
out of sync until the newly added volume is in sync. 
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TESTING PEER PERSISTENCE FUNCTIONALITY 
It is important to understand how the system reacts under various failure conditions. In some situations, the hosts might also be 
experiencing failures. Peer Persistence is designed to protect the integrity of the data while allowing ASO. Therefore, under certain failure 
conditions, ASO might not occur. The tests described in this section help to illustrate how the HPE Nimble Storage array group behaves 
during different scenarios. 

IMPORTANT 
The HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence feature currently has no visibility into host data availability. If a host loses 
all access to storage, no automatic action is taken at the storage layer. In that case, manual handover of volume collections or other manual 
interventions on the host might be required. 

Test Witness failure or disconnect  
If the Witness fails or is unreachable, as shown in Figure 94, ASO becomes unavailable. All volumes remain online and continue serving data 
on their current array. After the Witness is repaired, ASO capability recovers. 

 

FIGURE 94. HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence setup with the Witness offline 

1. Open an SSH session to the array group’s primary management IP address and log in with admin credentials.  
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2. Type the command group --info | grep leader to determine which array is serving as the GL. 

 

FIGURE 95. Nim-AFA1 identified as the GL array 

3. In the array group’s GUI, navigate to Manage → Data Protection → Volume Collections and observe the direction of replication for 
each synchronously replicating volume collection. 

 

FIGURE 96 Bidirectional replication as shown in the Volume Collections list 

4. Using root credentials, log into the server that is running the Witness service.  

5. Run the command sudo systemctl stop nimble-witnessd.service to stop the Witness service. 

 

FIGURE 97. Stopping the Witness service on the CentOS server 

6. Log into GUI for the array group. 
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7. If alarm banners indicating that the Witness could not be contacted appear across the top of the screen, acknowledge the alarms and 
navigate to Administration → Availability. 

 

FIGURE 98. Testing the Witness availability in the NimbleOS GUI 

8. Click Test to confirm that neither array in the array group can reach the Witness. 

 

FIGURE 99. Test results showing that neither array can access the Witness 
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9. Back in the SSH session for the array group’s primary management IP address, verify that the GL role has not been moved to the other 
array in the group. 

 

FIGURE 100. Confirm that Nim-AFA1 is still the GL 

10. In the array group’s GUI, confirm that the direction of synchronous replication has not changed for the volume collections. 

 

FIGURE 101. Volume Collection replication is still the same bidirectional configuration as before the test 

11. On the Witness server, use the command sudo systemctl start nimble-witnessd.service to restart the Witness service. 

 

FIGURE 102. Start the Witness service on the Centos server 
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12. In the array group’s GUI, navigate to Administration → Availability and click Test to confirm that both arrays can reach the Witness. 

 

FIGURE 103. Test results showing that both arrays can reach the Witness 

Test failure or failover of the array’s local controller 
ASO is not triggered by a local controller failure or failover operation. Controller operations resume locally on the partner array. Volume 
collections might briefly go out of sync, and automatic resynchronization might be required. 

1. In the array group’s GUI, access the Hardware tab, and select one of the arrays to drill down to its details. 

 

FIGURE 104. Hardware view of the array group, from which you can click Nim-AFA1 to see details of the array 

Before triggering a controller failover activity, controller A reports Active and controller B reports Standby. Use the same method 
described in the Test Witness failure or disconnect exercise to note the current GL and the current direction of the replicating volume 
collections. 

A controller failover briefly pauses host I/O, but it is typically nondisruptive because the pause is well within SCSI timeout values for the 
host operating system. Nondisruptive controller failovers are one of the tools that HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 arrays use 
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to enable controller upgrades and NimbleOS upgrades without requiring any array downtime. The standby controller can be replaced or 
updated to the new version of NimbleOS, and then that controller can be made active to permit upgrades to the other controller.  

 

FIGURE 105. Detail of Nim-AFA1 array's rear panel from the Hardware tab  

2. On Controller B, click Make Active. 

This action triggers a controller failover in which controller B takes over data services and transitions to a solo state while controller A 
reboots. The solo state indicates that I/O mirroring is not taking place because Controller B is missing its partner controller. 

 

FIGURE 106. Controller B runs in solo mode while controller A reboots 
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3. After controller A is rediscovered, controller B becomes the active controller and controller A becomes the standby. Use the same 
method described in the Test Witness failure or disconnect exercise to verify that the GL role and the direction of the replicating volume 
collections are unchanged. 

 

FIGURE 107. Failover complete, with controller B active and controller A on standby 

Test failure of a single replication link  
If a single replication link fails, traffic automatically continues over the second, redundant link. 

1. In the array group’s GUI, access the Monitor → Interfaces tab.  

This page displays bandwidth traffic for both inbound and outbound I/O on a per-port basis.  

2. If necessary, scroll down on the page to view the two ports that are designated for group replication traffic, and click Real-Time to 
observe the current traffic in detail. 

 

FIGURE 108. Replication traffic with both links active 
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3. On the active controller of one of the arrays, disconnect the Ethernet cable that is plugged into one of the ports designated for group 
replication traffic.  

 

FIGURE 109. When one replication link fails, traffic continues across the redundant link 

4. Reconnect the Ethernet cable and confirm that the replication traffic spreads back across the two links. 

 

FIGURE 110. When the link is restored, replication traffic spreads across both interfaces 
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Test failure of all replication links 
If all replication links fail and the Witness is available, ASO to the GL array occurs and volume collections resynchronize automatically after 
links are recovered. This section lists the steps needed to determine the current configuration of the array group with regard to the GL role 
and the direction of synchronous replication (if any) for the various volumes in the two storage pools. It also explains how to observe how 
ASO changes those properties while maintaining host access to the data in the synchronously replicated volumes. 

1. In an SSH session to the array group’s primary management IP address, determine which array is currently the GL. 

 

FIGURE 111. SSH session showing Nim-AFA1 as the current GL 

2. In the array group’s GUI, navigate to Manage → Data Storage and note which volumes are labeled upstream or downstream for each 
storage pool. 

If a volume has neither of those labels, it is not being synchronously replicated to the partner pool, and if the array that is included in its 
storage pool becomes unavailable, the volume will be offline. 

 

FIGURE 112. Volume list showing direction of replication for volumes, with nonreplicating volumes highlighted 
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3. Alternatively, you can quickly check the direction of synchronous replication traffic by navigating to Manage → Data Protection → 
Volume Collections in the array group’s GUI and viewing the list of volume collections. 

Typically, this is an easy way to digest the information about the volumes that are protected by synchronous replication, but it does not 
highlight the unprotected volumes.  

 

FIGURE 113. List of volume collections showing direction of replication for each 

4. On the active controller of one of the arrays, disconnect the Ethernet cable that is plugged into each of the ports designated for group 
replication traffic. 

The array group detects that replication communication has failed and, after checking with the Witness, automatically switches the active 
paths for all synchronously replicating volumes to the GL array. The volume collections reports Out of sync in the GUI of the array group, 
but all I/O to those volumes continues to be processed on the GL array’s copy of the volumes. 

 

FIGURE 114. Volume collection list showing a redacted alarm at the top of the screen, the out-of-sync status of the volume collections, and the GL array’s ownership of the 
volume collections 
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5. Reconnect the Ethernet cables that were removed in the previous step to allow replication traffic to resume between the arrays. 

The volumes gradually resynchronize, and the new status is reflected in the array group’s GUI. 

 

FIGURE 115. Volume collection list showing that resync has occurred after the group replication links are restored 

6. After the volumes have resynchronized, the GL array still serves the active paths for all of the synchronously replicating volume 
collections. After remote recovery points have been created, to restore the direction of replication to the pre-ASO settings, choose the 
volume collections that need to be reversed and perform a manual handover one at a time. 

 

FIGURE 116. Performing a manual handover after resynchronization completes following an ASO 
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If you choose to skip the manual handover, check each volume collection to see whether the snapshot retention settings are valid for the 
current configuration. Typically, the volume collection data protection schedules are set up to keep more snapshots in the local storage 
pool than in the remote storage pool, but neither an ASO nor a manual handover changes the retention count for the storage pools when 
the role of the storage pool shifts from source to destination or vice versa.  

 

FIGURE 117. Volume collection detail showing snapshot retention settings after ASO 

IMPORTANT 
If a single replication link fails, traffic continues over the redundant link. If all replication links fail and the Witness is available, ASO to the GL 
array occurs automatically. 

Test array failure 
The failure of an entire array triggers ASO. The surviving array in the group performs group functions such as providing a GUI on the array 
group’s primary management IP address or providing access to data in the synchronously replicated volumes. The main difference between 
this test case and the previous one is the possible AFO of the GL role to the BGL array if the GL array is the one that fails. To illustrate this 
behavior, this test case simulates a failure of the GL array. 

Resynchronization occurs after the array is recovered and brought back online. As with the previous test for replication failure, manual 
handover of volume collections and possibly a manual transfer of the GL role is required after recovery and resynchronization in order to 
return the array group to the pre-ASO configuration. 

Volumes that are not protected by Peer Persistence on the failed array remain unavailable while the failed array is offline. 
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1. In an SSH session to the array group’s primary management IP address, use the commands group –info | grep leader and  
ip --list to determine which array is currently the GL and to display a list of all IP addresses used by the array group. 

 

FIGURE 118. Nim-AFA1 is the GL array, and controller A is active on both arrays 

2. In the GUI of the HPE Nimble Storage array group, navigate to Administration → Availability and verify that ASO is enabled and that 
the Witness server details are configured. 
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FIGURE 119. Availability settings showing that ASO is enabled and the Witness server is configured 
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3. Click Test to confirm that both arrays can reach the Witness. 

 

FIGURE 120. Witness test results showing that both arrays can reach the Witness 

4. Unplug the power cords from the rear panel of Nim-AFA1 to trigger both an AFO of the GL role and an ASO of the active paths for all of 
the synchronously replicated volumes. 

As the array powers down, watch the primary management IP address fail over to the BGL array, Nim-AFA2, using a ping command to 
monitor the array group’s availability. 

 

FIGURE 121. Results of continuous ping commands to the primary management IP address 

5. After the group management services, including the primary management IP address, have been automatically failed over to array  
Nim-AFA2, open a new browser session to the array group’s primary management IP address and again navigate to Administration → 
Availability.  
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6. Click Test and confirm that the management service is running on the expected array. 

 

FIGURE 122. Witness test results showing that the management service is running on array Nim-AFA2 

7. Open a new SSH session to the array group’s primary management IP address and use the same commands as in step 1 to look at details 
about the group. 

 

FIGURE 123. Nim-AFA2 is confirmed to be the GL, and the primary management IP address has shifted to Nim-AFA2 
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8. In the NimbleOS GUI, go to Manage → Data Protection → Volume Collections to confirm that all synchronously replicating volumes 
list the Nim-AFA2 storage pool (Pawtucket) as the Source storage pool and that any volumes receiving data from hosts are out of sync 
because the Destination storage pool is unavailable. 

 

FIGURE 124. Volume collections list showing that Pawtucket pool is the source for replication and that volumes are out of sync 

9. Navigate to Manage → Data Storage to examine the list of volumes.  

Notice that the volumes in the failed array’s storage pool are unavailable and that all of the I/O is going to the copies in the remaining 
array’s storage pool. 

 

FIGURE 125. Volume list after array failure 
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ASO is considered a success because volumes remain online, and application I/O continues after one of the arrays fails. To restore 
services to their former level, you must bring the downed array back online. Afterward, the NimbleOS GUI should autodetect that the 
array is available again, and volumes should start to resynchronize automatically. As with the replication failure test, manual volume 
collection handovers may be performed after resynchronization is complete. 

10. Power on the downed array and wait as it rejoins the array group automatically and appears online in the Hardware view of the 
NimbleOS GUI. 

 

FIGURE 126. Nim-AFA1 has rejoined the array group 

11. Navigate to Manage → Data Protection → Volume Collections and wait for the replicating volume collections to finish 
resynchronizing. 

 

FIGURE 127. Volume collections list showing that resynchronization is complete 
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12. Navigate to Monitor → Replication to confirm that all of the volume collections have resynchronized and are ready for handover 
operations. 

 

FIGURE 128. Replication monitor reflecting synchronization status of the volume collections 

13. Optionally, return the GL role to the original GL array (although there is no functional requirement to do so):  

a. Open an SSH session to the array group’s primary management IP. 

b. Run the command group --check_migrate to confirm that it is safe to migrate the GL role. 

c. Run the command group --migrate to perform the actual migration.  

As the GL role moves to the other array, so does the primary management IP address. The current SSH session loses its connection to 
the array group when the IP address moves to the new GL array.  

 

FIGURE 129. SSH session showing commands to migrate the GL role 
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14. Open a new web browser session on the array group’s primary management IP address and navigate to Administration → Availability 
to run the Witness test and confirm that the management service is now running on the desired array. 

 

FIGURE 130. Witness test results showing which array is running the management service 

15. For the final, optional step in this test, use a manual handover to restore the direction of synchronous replication for each volume 
collection to the settings they used before the array failure test: 

a.  Navigate to the list in Manage → Data Protection → Volume Collections. 

b. Select a volume collection and then select Handover.  

This act restores the original active optimized paths for the volume to the array and storage pool to where they existed before the array 
failure step. 

 

FIGURE 131. Select a volume collection and perform the handover 
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UPGRADING THE WITNESS 
If an update to the NimbleOS requires a new version of the synchronous replication Witness service, there are two potential methods to 
upgrade the Witness: 

• Upgrade the current Witness server 

• Replace the current Witness server VM with a new server VM from the updated Witness OVA package 

Upgrade current Witness server 
This method is valid whether the Witness is running on a physical server or in a VM. It requires that the CentOS server on which the Witness 
service is running has access to a CentOS software repository so that the yum utility can run successfully. 

1. In the HPE InfoSight portal, go to Resources → Nimble Storage → Software Downloads and download the new Witness RPM 
package. 

2. Copy the RPM package to the CentOS server and log into the server, using the root account.  

3. Use the following command to make sure that the executable attribute is set on the file: chmod 777 <nimble-witness-
xxxxxxxxx.x86.rpm>.  

4. Use the yum utility to install the RPM package: yum install –y <nimble-witness-xxxxxxxxx.x86.rpm>. 

Note that all dependent RPM packages are installed at this time, so internet access might be required. 

5. Run the systemctl start nimble-witnessd.service command to ensure that the Witness service is started. 

Replace current Witness server VM with new server VM from the updated Witness OVA package 
This method is valid if you are replacing the current Witness server VM on an ESXi host with a new VM containing the updated Witness 
service. Because the yum utility is not used for this procedure, there is no requirement for the VM to have access to a CentOS software 
repository during the upgrade. 

1. In the HPE InfoSight portal, go to Resources → Nimble Storage → Software Downloads and download the new Witness OVA 
package. 

2. On the HPE Nimble Storage array group, remove the configuration information for the current Witness server: 

a.  Log into the NimbleOS GUI. 

b. Navigate to Administration → Availability. 

c. Click Remove in the Witness section of the screen. 

 

FIGURE 132. Removing the Witness details from the HPE Nimble Storage array group 

https://infosight.hpe.com/app/login
https://infosight.hpe.com/app/login
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3. Record any details from the existing Witness server that will be used for the new VM. 

For instance, IP addresses or user account credentials that are to be reused should be saved for that purpose. 

4. Log into the existing Witness server with the root credentials and run the command shutdown –P now to power off the VM. 

 

FIGURE 133. SSH session showing command to shut down Witness server 

5. In the vSphere client, right-click the existing Witness server and delete the existing Witness VM from the ESXi host. 

 

FIGURE 134. VM Actions menu in vSphere Client 

6. Use the new OVA package to deploy the new Witness server, following the instructions in the section Deploy the Witness by using the 
OVA. 

7. On the HPE Nimble Storage array group, add the configuration information for the new Witness server: 

a.  Log into the NimbleOS GUI. 

b. Navigate to Administration → Availability. 

c. Enter the details in the Witness section of the screen. 

d. Click Test to verify connectivity between both arrays and the new Witness server. 
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CHANGING NETWORK SETTINGS FOR WITNESS VM DEPLOYED THROUGH OVA PACKAGE 
It is sometimes necessary or desirable to change the network settings for the CentOS VM that hosts the Peer Persistence Witness service. If 
that VM was installed by using the Witness OVA supplied by HPE Storage, Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends completing the 
following steps: 

1. Remove the following files from the server: 

 /opt/NimbleStorage/ovfset/state/state_set 

 /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-* 

 /tmp/ovf_env.xml 
2. Shut down the server VM. 

 

FIGURE 135. Remove files and shut down the Witness server 

3. In the vSphere Web Client, select the VM and navigate to the Configure tab. 

NOTE 
The procedure in this section uses the Flex-based vSphere Web Client for vCenter Server 6.5. Beginning with vCenter Server version 6.7, 
update 1, this functionality is available in the HTML5 vSphere Client. 

4. Select vApp Options. 

 

FIGURE 136. Navigate to edit vApp Options in vSphere 6.5 Web Client 
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5. Change the network properties (IP address, netmask, DNS, and/or gateway) as desired. 

 

FIGURE 137. Editing the vApp options network properties in vSphere 6.5 Web Client 

6. Power on the VM. 

DETAILED CABLING DIAGRAM 
Redundant network connections strengthen the reliability of the HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence feature. For 
each network type (management, data, and group), it is important to have at least two ports assigned per storage array controller and 
redundant network switches. The cabling diagram in Figure 138 provides an example of how to configure network cabling for a Peer 
Persistence implementation in a single campus location. 
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FIGURE 138. Cabling example for HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence configuration 

CHECKLIST 
As part of deploying HPE Nimble Storage or HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence, there are many configuration details to consider. At a 
minimum, verify that the following conditions exist: 

• The array group is running NimbleOS version 5.2.1.x or later in order to use the ASO capability. For HPE Alletra 6000 array groups, the 
minimum array OS version is 6.0.0.x. 

• The two arrays are located within 100 km of each other. 

• Redundant network paths are available between the two arrays for the management and replication subnets. 

• The Witness service is running on a host in a third failure domain with redundant connectivity to the array group’s management network 
and a RTT of less than 250 ms between each array and the Witness. 

• The Witness server is configured in the array group’s GUI or CLI, and ASO is enabled. 

• All hosts that access volumes protected by Peer Persistence have the correct version of the HPE Storage Connection Manager installed. 

LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS 
The following operations and features are not supported with HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence: 

• Volumes managed by SMI-S 

• Volume pinning 

• Volume striping 

• Volume resizing (synchronous replication must be unconfigured in order to resize a volume) 

• Changing replication type (once a volume is configured for synchronous replication, it cannot be switched to asynchronous replication, 
and vice-versa) 
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• Periodic (snapshot, asynchronous) replication cannot be performed between the two arrays grouped for Peer Persistence 

• Volume move 

• Peer Persistence with encrypted volumes requires array OS version 6.0.0.100 or higher 

SUMMARY 
This white paper has explained the basic concepts of the HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 Peer Persistence feature and listed the 
steps required to deploy and test the solution. The reader should be left with a better understanding of how synchronous replication works 
with the arrays, the advantages of ASO, the methods to manually recover synchronously replicated volumes following an array failure if ASO 
is not available, and the importance of a robust network architecture between the storage arrays and the Witness server.
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Resources 
HPE InfoSight Welcome Center 
infosight.hpe.com/welcomecenter 

Implementing vSphere Metro Storage Cluster (vMSC) using HPE Nimble Storage Peer Persistence 
kb.vmware.com/s/article/77185,  https://psnow.ext.hpe.com/doc/a00117121enw 

HPE Nimble Storage and HPE Alletra 6000 documentation 
infosight.hpe.com/resources/nimble/docs 

LEARN MORE AT 
hpe.com/support 
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